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Last year the East of England Co-op unveiled a new look. With
over 200 trading outlets from food stores to funeral care;
pharmacy and travel stores this was a mammoth task and
Omega Signs developed a sign family using standard sizes for
logo boxes & lettering to meet the needs of each of the brands
within the estate.

As we embark on another year we thought it would
be good to review some of our favourite signage 
packages from 2015.

GREAT SIGNAGE FROM
2015
East of England COOP
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Peter Turner from Fullers said 
“We have worked with Omega for the last 12 
years and they continue to impress. They 
understand our branding and that sign design 
needs to reflect our values of quality, service and 
pride. They were the perfect partner for this 
project as they were able to provide both our 
signage and outdoor solution needs and their 
understanding of our brand values ensured that 
we received the high quality look that we expect 
on every project.”
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Omega Signs have been working with Asda since 1992 and 
over the years have been involved in many exciting projects. 
This continued in 2015 with the roll out of the first major 
refresh of the brand since 2002.
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Waitrose King’s Cross Granary Square
This September saw the grand opening of a brand new Waitrose 
store at King’s Cross. Working to the clear Waitrose brief, Omega 
developed initial concepts and designs taking cues from the site’s 
heritage whilst seeking to add a modern interpretation of Victorian 
railway signage. 
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Construction Programme Manager Alistair Brown said
“It would be fair to say that delivery of the sign package in Kings 
Cross wasn't without it's challenges with the constant changes 
etc. However as usual Omega stepped up to the plate and got 
on with it. Really good job!”
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